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This special issue of Analog Integrated Circuit and signal

processing (ALOG) consists of expanded versions of selected

papers originally presented during the two IEEE International

NEWCAS conference editions held in Montreal, Canada in

2010 (June 20–23, NEWCAS2010) and Bordeaux, France in

2011 (June 26–29, NEWCAS2011). The NEWCAS confer-

ence reflects continuing trends toward higher levels of cir-

cuits and systems techniques covering a wide variety of

subjects within the analog and radiofrequency integrated

circuits, signal processing, sensors, digital integrated circuits

domains, ranging from basic analog and digital building

blocks to system applications in several related domains such

as telecommunication, safety systems, and biomedical.

The areas of circuits and systems covered during NEW-

CAS in 2010 and 2011 drew 487 submissions from more than

42 countries (193 submissions in 2010 and 294 submissions

in 2011); 235 contributions were accepted for presentations

(102 during NEWCAS2010 and 133 during NEWCAS2011).

Among the published contributions in the NEWCAS2010

and NEWCAS2011 proceedings, a pre-selection of 31 papers

was completed (14 papers from NEWCAS2010 and 17 from

NEWCAS2011). The corresponding authors were invited for

contributions to this special issue and we received 25 full

manuscripts as a result. Following the review process, 16 of

them have been accepted for publication in this special issue

of AICSP. All the pre-selected papers for which one of the

Guest Editors was in conflict of interest were handled by

Springer directly. Selecting only 16 papers among 235 is a

challenging task and we are aware that we probably missed

excellent contributions, but we do know that we did our best

to put together a special issue as complete as possible. The

presented contributions in this special issue deal with: low-

power voltage and current references, system clock genera-

tion, amplifiers, radiofrequency circuits and systems, sensors,

biomedical lab-on-chip, data conversions and radiofre-

quency voltage controlled oscillators.

We are grateful to Professor Mohamed Ismail for giving

us the opportunity to lead this special issue. We also wish

to express our personal gratitude to the Springer personnel

for all the competent and efficient support we received; this

special issue was made possible only with their profes-

sional help. Finally, we would like to thank the authors for

their efforts into submit manuscripts and all the reviewers

for their constructive evaluations.
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